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SUMMARY 

The simple wave solutions, which in ordinary gas dynamics 

correspond lo expansion flows or Prandtl-Meyer flows are  generalized 

here to ideal magnetohydrodynamic flows. The one-dimensional unsteady 

(x, t )  case i s  considered. Due to magnetic effects more than one corn- 

ponent of field and velocity must be considered, To car ry  out the simple 

wave formalism the equations of motion (continuity, momentum, in- 
# 

duction) a re  written in terms of flow velocities (U.~ ,  uz), Alfven velo- 

cities (bra bz) and sound speed (a), These velodties are then functions 

only of the ~ h a s e  6 = xg - U(6)t; each phase line can be thought of a s  an 

infinitesimal wave propagating with a speed c = U - u~ related to the 

flow. By elimination of (uIs ua) the system of five f i r  st- order ordinary 

differential equations can be reduced to three (homogeneous) equations. 

The vanishing of the determinant of coefficients provides a famous 

;elation for wave speed c and reduces the problem to integration of 

two f i r  st- order equations, The further introduction of dimensionbs s 

variables, ratios of wave speeds, reduces the problem to integration 

of a single first-order enuation, By studying the trajectories of this 

differential equation an overall view of all possible solutions is obtained; 

numerical integration is also carried out in the case of slow waves. 

As applications of this theory various physical problems are studied, 

the receding piston and waves produced by a current sheet. 



MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC SIMPLE WAVES* 

by 

J. D, ColeandY. M. Lynn 

I, INTRODUGTION 
- 

Magnetohydr odynamic simple waves a r e  the analogue in  a conducting 

compressible fluid of the gas dynamic simple waves studied by Riemann 

(for a compJete discussion of gas dynamic simple waves see Courant and 

Friedrichs, ,Ref. 1). As s u c l ~  these flows only exist a s  solutions to  the 

equations of motion of an ideal (dissipationless) fluid. In the gas dynamical 

case this approximation corresponds to neglecting viscosity and thermal 

$4 
conductivity while in the MHD case it i s  assumed in addition that the 

electric conductivity cr i s  infinite; the currents that flow are  finite so  that 

there i s  no dissipation and always (since by Ohms Law 3 = cr(3 4 < x 5) ) 

A natural question to ask concerns the validity of the approximation 

a = oo since for most fluids cr i s  finite and has a considerably smaller 

value than in good metallic conductors. The question can, of course, only 

be answered in te rms  of certain dimensionless variables. For  onemdimen- 

sional unsteady flow (xg, t )  the flow i s  described by non-linear equations 

very similar in form to  those of ordinary gas dynamics, with the addition of 

a diffusion t e r m  (higher order spatial derivative) if cr i s  finite. Thus, the 

* 
This research was carried out with the support of the Air Force 'Office of 

Scientific Research, Air Research and Development Command under Contract 
AF 49(638)-476. 

** 
MHD = Magnetohydrodynamic. 



situation i s  familiar. Non-linear effects dominate the underlying motion; 

diffusion resolves discontinuities after some time and the actual motion is 

close to  that of the ideal fluid. The time units a r e  measured in a scale of 

1 
T* = -2 (1-2) 

IJaV 

and the length scale in 

where V = a characteristic velocity, for example a typical speed of sound 

9 
or flow velocity. F o r  t >> T an actual flow close to the ideal flow should 

be achieved, For more detailed calculations showing the asymptotic approach 

to the ideal fluid solution see Ref. 2. 

Obtaining solutions of non-linear equations always presents formi- 

dable problems. In the case of simple waves an attempt i s  made to define 

a simple flow by constructing a solution which depends on a single parameter 

E, which denotes the "phasen. The form of the solution i s  typically 

Such a wave evolves f rom itself and a t  any time represents a distorted 

image of i t s  previous s e K  If the distorted image attains a triple value, 

the existence of a shock wave i s  implied. It i s  a real  triumph of mind over 

matter that such flows actually exist. Since lines I, = const.' can separate 

regions of uniform state from regions of variation, these lines must be 

characteristics. 

In the following part of the paper the theory of simple wave flows 

i s  f i rs t  presented, following for the most part the masterly treatment of 

Friedrichs (Ref. 3). Using a slightly different set of variables here enables 



group theoretic arguments to be applied which reduces the problem to the 

integration of a single first-order differential equation of wave speeds, 

Friedrichs pointed out that the solution of this equation can be obtained 

explicitly, The details of calculations based on this idea a re  presented 

by Bazer (Ref, 4), who also uses the simple waves as elements in solving 

certain boundary-value problems. A similar treatment is  presented by 

Kemp and Petschek (Ref. 5). In this paper the trajectories of the first- 

order differential equation are  studied which provides an overall view 

of all the possible solutions. These trajectories a re  also used as the 

basis for numerical calculations of the properties of the solutions. In 

the final part of the paper some examples a re  discussed which show how 

the simple wave solution enters as  a basic element of the complete solution, 

11. SIMPLE WAVE ANALYSIS 

Consider the equations of one-dimensional unsteady (xl, t )  motion 

of the usual MHD fluid (cr = a, zero displacement current). For the case 

considered here let the magnetic and velocity fields have only two com- 

ponent s 

The introduction of the third component does not generalize the simple 

wave solutions but does permit the existence of general transverse waves. 

These transverse waves may in fact have to be included if certain boundary 

conditions are  to be satisfied. The equations read: 

continuity 



x2 - induc ti on 
a aBz - - (u2B1 - q B 2 )  = 0 w 8% 

isentropy 

(1-1) has been used to eliminate the electric field = (0, 0, El) in the 

xz-induction equation. The xl-induction and div = 0 imply 

BI = constant (4 -4 1 

The waves run along field lines of constant s t rengtb  The extra t e rms  

in the momentum equation can either be thought of a s  the components of 

the divergence of the Maxwell s t r e s s  tensor T 

or the components of the Lorentz force/volume T 

1 -C -C 7 = (3 x g )  = - (curl  B x B ) ( 2- 4) 
P 

Note jf = 1 Ez so  that currents  flow only in the x3-direction. As 
P 8x1 

a f i r s t  step the equations a r e  written only in t e rms  of the flow velocity 

and certain wave speeds characteristic of the fluid. The flow i s  assumed 

initially isentropic and i t  follows f rom (2-le) that the entropy i s  constant 

everywhere. The local speed of sound for a polytropic gas i s  thus given by 



with the fields in the (1, 2) directions 

Note that, since Bt i s  constant, the speed bl is a measure of the 

density only and a s  such is simply related to a. Note also 

Introducing new dependent variables (up uz, a, bl, b2) into (2-1) and ( 2 -  2), 

these equations may be rewritten 

and if B1 # 0 

Simple wave solutions of ( 2 -  ) are now investigated where each dependent 

variable is taken to  depend on a single independent variable which is 

constant on a straight line in the (xt, t) plane (see  Fig. 2-1): 



Fig. 2-1 

U(6) i s  the constant speed of a particular phase in the xl-direction The 

partial derivatives a re  thus expressed 

and the derivative following the fluid particles i s  

where c = U - ux = speed of the phase relative to fluid in the xl-direction. 

For the special case of a centered wave the constant phase lines run through 



a fixed point, .$or example, the origin- When the partial derivatives in 

(2-8) a re  replaced by (2-10) and (2-U), 1 appears in al l  
1 t ~ ' ( t )  ag 

derivatives.. Further 6 may be eliminated in the parametric representa- 

tion ug(k)a ~ ~ 1 5 ) s  a(Eh bl(E)o bafC)s ~ ( 5 )  by regarding c aB a function 

of the dependent variables. If the dependent variables a re  found, may 

be determined from (2-9).  Thus the system (2-8) becomes 

Since the system (2-12) i s  homogeneous in the unknowns (dux, duz, da, dbg, dba ),. 

a non-trivial solution exists only if  the determinant of the coefficients vanish 

Since the coeSficient8 depend only on (a, bit, b2), the calculations are  simpfi- 

fied if f irst  duf, and du2 a re  eliminated by using (2-12a) and combining 

12-12c) and (2-12d), The result i s  



The determinant of the coefficients i s  

2 2 2  
det = (c4-  (az+ b t t  b l ) c  t a bt ) (2-14) 

The vanishing of the determinant determines two speeds, cf, c , carsee@ e 

ponding to fast and slow coupled waves. These wave speeds enter MHD 

theory in other contexts. The limiting speed of shock wavea in the case 

of weak waves is given by (2-14) as  well a s  the propagation speed for two 

families of characteristics. That is, each phase element of the simple 

wave propagates as  a weak wave in the ambient environment. 

Now using the condition (2-14) only two of the first-order equations 

(2-13) are independent. However this pair i s  invariant under any change 

of scale in the velocities, for example (a + Aa, bf Abr; A a arbitrary 

constant). This implies the possibility of reducing the problem to the 

integration of a single first-order equation. Any new variables which 

are invariant a s  above can be used. An alternative way of saying the 

same thing i s  to say that dimensionless variables can be introduced to  

reduce the order of the system, Let 

The basic condition (2-14) on the wave speed i s  thus 

Using 



we can arrive at f irst  order differential equations in any of the planes 

(a, PI 1s (as ~ t f  or (Pis Pz) : 

A study of the trajectories of any one of the equations (2-18) provides 

a complete description of all possible simple waves. Some details a re  

presented in the next section. 

111. SIMPLE WAVE SOLUTIONS 

In principle, the MHD simple wave problem can be obtained by 

first  solving any of the three first  order differentia1 equations (2-18a, b, c) 

to get the relations between various wave speeds. The physical quantities 

(i. e. the magnetic field strength, density and flow velocity) are  then ob- 

tained from known differential equations and boundary conditions. It can 

be shown, however, that the exact solution of the flow problem cannot be 

expressed explicitly. A study of integral curves on the coordinates of 

wave speed has been made in this paper. The variation of physical quantities 

can be seen readily in these coordinates. The solution of the problem is 

obtained by graphical means. 



The choice of any one of ( 2 4 8 %  bs c) to  work with is completely 

arbitrary. It i s  found, however, to be most convenient to use (2-18a) 

and study the integral curves in  the (a,Pt) plane; hence most of our 

analysis will be based on this, 

It should be noted that Friedrichs (Ref. 3) f i rs t  obtained the solu- 

tion of simple waves in t e rms  of a first-order differential equation which 

is  given by 

1 a 
where the variables & s in our notation a r e  a, - respectively. 

Pl  
One may easily verify that (3-1) is identical with (2-18a). Bazer (Ref. 4) 

has extended (3-1) for the solution of a shear flow discontinuity problem, 

the flow velocities were obtained in terms of exact integrals and some 

approximation has been used to get the solution in analytical f o r m  

In order to study the integral curves (trajectories) of (2-18a) 

on the (a, pX) plane, we s tar t  with the examination of the singular points 

which are  located at (0, O), (1, 0) and (1,l). We will denote them by L, M 

and N respectively. The behavior of the trajectories near L, M, N 

a r e  studied by the usual method of local linearization, For  the value of 

y in the range 1 < y < : of ordinary gases, the results a r e  given a s  

follows: 

Fig. 3-1 Fig. 3-2 Fig. 3-3 



(a) L(0,O) is a nodal point, all trajectories, except one lying on 

P;t maxis, are  tangent to a-axis. 

(b) *M(O, 1) i s  a saddle point with two exceptional trajectories 

lying on a-axis and the vertical line a 3 1. 

(c) N(1,l) i s  a nodal point, a11 trajectories a re  tangent to the line 

(a-1) t ( y-l)(pl-1) = 0 with the exceptional one being on a n 1, 

hence on the (a, Qt) plane, the regions of physical significance are  bounded 

by: 

(a) 1 >, a >, 0, 1 >, pJ >, 0 corresponds to fast wave region. 

(b) a >, 1, >, 1 corresponds to slow wave region. 

Knowing the general behavior about singular points, the entire 

family of integral curves can then be constructed either by  isocline method 

- or more precisely by the numerical integration method. Their qualitative 

nature is illustrated in Fig. 3-4. Similarly, the behavior of integral 

curves on (a, Pz) and (Pie Pz) planes are  given in Figo 3-5 and 3-6 for 

reference, they may appear to be convenient in describing the physical 

quamtitie s under certain circumstanceso 



Fig. 3-4 

IFORBICOEN~ SLOW WAVE 

Fig. 3-5 

FAST WAVE 

Fig. 3-6 



We introduce the fundamental parameter of the initial condition 

of the problem, Kg, which is  defined a s  

This provides a measure of the relative importance of the im- 

posed longitudinal magnetic field and the mechanical state of the system 

at  the initial moment. It may be seen later that this parameter governs 

a whole family of solutions and plays an important role i n  scaling the 

solution curves, 

As in many other physkal  problems, it  is most convenient t o  

use dimensionless variables which, normalized with respect to the initial 

physical quantities, a r e  defined as  follows: 

Now, we a re  in a position to obtain the expressions of the curves 

on (a, PI ) plane along which certain physical variables remain constant 
+ .it 

for each given value of KL . 
From 

we have 2 - 1 - 



From (2-16) 

Since x2 = ji Val, we have 

2 

From 5' = 9 - and (3-4a) 

From Ea I .& and (2-16) 
131 

From A =S and (3-4d) 
, 

- e  
G 

One may see from above that all the variables except a re  

dependent on Kf . Furthermore, all velocities have the same multiplying 

factor Kt (y-l)/y For the convenience of labelling these constant lines, 

we have only to give the corresponding values at Kg = I, on each curve, 

They are  denoted by the subscript non and expressed in terms of (a, Pg) 

coordinates as follows: 



The talues  for K1 different from one are  then obtained by multi- 

plying the appropriate scaling factors. They are: 

- - 
There are  two basic variables of state, p, Bz appearing in  this 

problem, all other physical quantities are  related to them by known 

differential equations and boundary conditions. 

It i s  obvious from (3-5) that the main advantage of choosing (a, P2) 

plane for our analysis lies in the fact that the lines of (7 ) = const. are 

rays from the origin. This simplifies greatly the graphical represwnta- 

tion and gives a clear picture of the variation of (5 )o on (a, pL ) plane. 

Since the values of (Z)o and (%lo a re  directlyproportional to (P)o 

only, their lines of constant value are  centered rays also. 



Several integral curves for y = on the slow wave region of 3 

(a, ) plane have been obtained by applying Adams' method of numerical 

integration to (2-18a). The results a r e  plotted on Fig. 3-7 for the region 

- 
0 ,( a ,( 12 and 0 < Pt < 12. Various other curves of constant gz, Bze 

( P ) o  and ( c ) o  can also be plotted on the same graph, but, in  order 

to avoid the possible confusions among them, they have been prepared 

on separate figures. Those a r e  constant pz lines and integral curves 

on Fig. 3-7, constant (-d)o and constant (F)o lines on Fig. 3-8, and 

constant T& and constant ( p )  lines on Figo 3-9. The relations between 
0 

these constant lines can,, however, be correlated by using transparent 

papers for the graphs. The corresponding integral curves in the fast 

wave region can be constructed in a similar way. 

The change of ( u )o  along each integral curve i s  obtained a s  

follows: 

From (2-5b) and (2-12a) 

In terms of dimensionless variables, it i s  

For Kl = 1, we have then 

Y -1 - - 
where ut = KI (T)o can be directly seen from here and (3-ba, e). 

We may approximate the differentials by finite intervals, i. e. 



Fig. 3-7 



Fig. 3-8 



Fig. 3-9 



For each finite interval A(F)o on a given curve. read off the mean 

values of (T)o and ('S)o within it, and obtain the finite change A ( F  )o 

along the interval from (3-7c), This same procedure can be applied 

successively along each integral curve. Note here ( T ) o  on a given 

integral curve is a function of (F)o only. It is convenient for the 

graphical representatidn to introduce a notation wa which is defined by 

the following relations: 

and 

w* = 0 at pz = 0 on each integral curve 

1 
where wx is a constant* Hence from (3-8a) 

and the value of ws on each integral curve as  a function of ( 7 )  i s  
0 

1 
given on Fig. 3-10. The constant wg i s  determined by knowing (?ii)o = 

(% IoA at a specific point A on a given integral curve where ( F )  o = (F)oA, 
then wt = W t ~  i s  read from Fig. 3-10. Thus 

Similarly, eliminating a from (2-12c) and (2~12d) me obtain the 

differential equation for us 

and express i t  in dimensionless variables 



Fig. 3-10 



= sgn ( B ~ B ~ )  I% I/z p- duii 

where the value inside the square root is a function of coordinates a,& 

only. They can be read off directly from (aspp) plane. For  K1 = 1, we get 

w(- where = K1 u2), i s  obvious. 

To approximate (3-10c) in t e rms  of finite small intervals along the 

integral curves, use the values obtained f rom (3-7d); then 

As in  the case of (q)o* we define wz by the relations 

I 
l o  = z - wz ( 3-lla) 

and 

wz = 0 at P1. = 1 on each integral curve (3-llb) 

t 
where wa i s  a constant. Then f rom (3-lla) 

A(G)o = Awz 

always. wz on each integral curve as  a function of (7) i s  given in 
0 

1 
Fig. 3-11. The constant wz is determined by the condition 





Thus, (3-Ua) becomes 

We may see from Fig. 3-7 that the integral curves extend verti- 

cally toward infinity as w which corresponds to the condition that 

the gas expands near vacuum (K -+ O), The graphical solution i s  no 

longer possible but we may get, on the other hand, an approximate 

equation for the integral curves. The approximate a olution for various 

state quantities can also be obtained in this limiting case, 

The differential equation (2-.1%a) at PI -c do i s  approximated bjr 

Its solution i s  

and as pt -. a, 
a - constant 

Therefore, we expand a in terms of orders of 1 
Pf 

where Do i s  the value of a at P1 - a, and Dl, are  constants 

determined by substituting (3-13) into (2-18a) and equating the coefficients 

of each order of on both sides of the equation., (3-13) becomes Pi 



.5 
When y *= -5s (3-14) reads 

To include the f i rs t  order t e r m  of onthe right-hand side of fi 
(3-15) is generally sufficient for problems a t  large values of Pg. The 

approximate equations of state quantities expressed as functions of 7 
0 

a re  given beldw, they serve mainly as  a continuation of the graphical 

solutions in  the low density regions. 

5 From (3-5aJ for y =-5 

Substituting 1 3-15) into the above .equation, it becomes 

This i s  a quadratic equation in which can be solved in t e rms  PI 
of (7 )O. Neglecting the higher order t e rms  of (7 )ow we get 

F rom (3-4b) and substituting the value of a from ( 3 ~ 1 5 ) ~  



2 - 2 

From = - - PZ = & r  and (3-17), we have 
P C 

Then, from (3-7c) 

Integrating we have 

- 1 
where ( ut ) , is a constant to be determined by boundary conditions. 

From (3-10c) and (3-15) 

Substituting (3'-20) and (3-17) into the above equation, then 

After the integration of the above equation, we get 

- 1  
where (u2 )o i s  a constant to be determined by boundary conditions. 



r 

For the q tegra l  curves calculated on Fig. 3-7, the values of Do 

are obtained by taking the value of a at PI = 10 on each integral curve 

and finding Do from (3-15) retaining only the first order term in ike 
If we denote the state quantities at  gt = 10 on each integral curve by 

the subscript "s", the values of as, (<),* (F)sv (K).. (q)s to- 

gether with Do for each integral curve a re  given in the following table. 

The value 
of a at 
p =1 to 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
i ientiif the 
trajectory 

This completes the necessary information to continue the solution 

for the integral curves shown on Fig. 3-7 up to vacuum 

- -  
Each given physical state ( p, Bz; Kg ) corresponds to one point on 

* 
(a, PS ) plane, The position is determined by the point of intersection of 

constant lines and constant (7 lines (where (F )o = F~[2/y). 

Knowing the initial state and the changes of all physical quantities 

along integral curves, we are  able to solve certain boundary value problems 

* ~ o t e ,  there a re  always two points on (a. fit ) plane corresponding to a given 
physical state 5 and 7. One of them is in the fast wave region and the 
other in the slow wave region, However, if we limit our interest to slow 
waves only, the position can be said to be determined uniquely in the region 
of interest. 



by satisfying the required conditions at the final state. This i s  equivalent 

to  the choice of a particular integral curve that meets all  requirements. 

So far, the problem i s  solved in terms of the parameter 5 though 

i t  does not appear explicitly in the solutions, To transform the solutions 

back to (xl, t )  plane, we have to make use of ( 2 - 9 )  

where U(6) = ug t c = the constant speed of a particular phase. Since an- 

physical variables remain unchanged on this phase line and the corres- 

ponding value of c for each u& from the solution are  known, the slopes 

of the phase lines on (xg -t) plane are  determined, They should be attached 

to  the given boundary B on (xy , t )  

plane, identified by the same ug , 

Other physical variables known to 

' t  , u p , ,  B 2,... = const. 
be at  the same state of ut from 

the solution are then assigned to 

each phase line. At a given time 

tlg the distribution of any physical 

quantity in the space i s  obtained from 

Fig, 3- 2 by crossing all phase 

0 lines with a horizontal line t = t , 
thus the values at each position of 

x i s  obtained from the graph. 

Fig. 3-12 

Some examples will be given in Section 5 to illustrate this pro- 

cedure. 



I SOLUTION FOR THE CASE OF PURELY TRANSVERSE FIELD 
4 

When the longitudinal magnetic field BI is  absent initially, it 

remains so at all later times. This corresponds to  a limiting case of 

the problem. The analysis i s  greatly simplified and the solution can be 

- expressed in an analytical form, 

As to the governing differential equations, we see that (2-lc) 

becomes 

if  p # 0, u2 = constant following each fluid particle path, If u2 i s  

constant throughout initially, it remains so afterwards, 

Now, (2-ld) has exactly the same form as (2-la), that i s  

or i t  may be written 

Likewise we may write (2-la) in the similar form 

Eliminating gj; au between the above two equations, we have 

Thus = constant along each streamline and this relation holds in a 
P 

general sense even for the non-isentropic case, In our simple wave 

B problern, - = A = constant in the entire flow region where A is  deter- 
P 

mined by the initial condition. From (2-5a) 



where k i s  a constant throughout the whole flow region., 

Equations (2-1) a re  now reduced to the following two equations only 

Writing these in terms of velocity variables u]t, a, we have 

2(2- Y) 
aug+ux* t 2a [ I +  Aa -I aa %F ax4 y;3; s;;x = 0 (4- 2b) 

where = A 2/p,k11( yml)e 

As regards the simple wave solution, the entire family of integral 

curves on (arp PI ) plane as  well a s  on (a,  P2) and (Pi, P2) planes degener- 

ates to a single straight line LM, Since Pit = 0 now, the situation can 

be better visualized from the (a, pa) plane where LM i s  described by 

the expression a + p2 = 1. The same result can also be obtained from 

(2-16) by putting PI = 0. Thus 

One can readily see f rom here or f rom Fig. 3.6 that c corresponds to 

the limiting case of a fast wave. 

It i s  more convenient t o  use dimensionless variables normalized 

with respect to their initial values a s  follows, 



Introduce the fundamental parameter of the initial condition 

(4-3)  becomes 

- 2  - 2  
c = a + 6' = ~ y - ' +  K ~ F  

hence 

- 2 - 1/2 
c = - + (Fy-' t K2 p )  (4-4) 

where the positive sign refers to forward facing waves and the negative 

sign refers to backward facing waves. 

Express (2-12a) in dimensionless form, 

Substitute the value of -d in (4-4) into the above equation, then 

*we Have assumed that BzI# 0, otherwise the magnetic flux lines can 
never get into the fluid because of the oo electric conductivity, no magnetic 
effect can take place and the problem reduces to the ordinary gasdynamic 
oneo 



For any two states A and B on a certain trajectory 

where 

We see here that 

--L - 
ut t r = constant 

has a formal resemblance to the Riemann invariant except the additional 

term F~~~ taking into account the MHD effect due to the transverse 

magnetic field, This is sometimes called generalized Riemann invariant. 

The definite integral (4-5c) can be expressed in terms of a hyper- 

geometric function (see Appendix) 

or since the number of degrees of freedom of gas molecules i s  related 

(4-7) can be expre s se d as  

* A similar integral has been obtained by Mitchner (Ref. 6) and Golitsyn 
(Ref. 7). 



r 

Therefore one gets for arbitrary value of y 
a 

or, in terms of initial conditions 

For monatomic gas, y 1 5 (or n = 3) 

and it can be reduced to an elementary function from the following identity 

relation of hypergeometric functions (see e. g. ref. 8) 

hence 1 

An interesting feature arises for this special case of simple waves, 

Consider a certain amount of ideal conducting gas in an infinitely long 

tube being separated from vacuum zones on both sides by two diaphragms. 

The whole arrangement i s  initially in a transverse magnetic field B2 

After the breaking of the diaphragm, the gas flows in both directions and 

the pressure balance across each of the contact surfaces i s  



Since Ba = Ap, P = Const. x p Y  always and BzI i s  different from 

zero, p can never equal eero. Physically we see that the gas cannot 

expand compl~stely to vacuum due to the presence of transverse magnetic 

field. It comes to rest  finally and i s  confined by two contact surfaces 

which are supported by the magnetic pressure only, The gas density i s  

decreased and can be calculated from (4-12). Owing to the jump of 

transverse magnetic field across each of the contact surfaces, a current 

sheet i s  flowing indefinitely with time on each of them.; these currents have the 

same magnitude but a re  in opposite directions. 

It i s  also of interest to note that the governing equations (4-2a,b) 

of this transverse magnetic field case belong to the reducible type of 

the nonulinear partial differential equations. When the flow region 

ceases to be governed by simple waves as  in the problem of interaction 

of waves, one can always perform the hodograph transformation to inter- 

change the dependent and independent variables of (4-2a, b), since the 

Jacobian of the transformation i s  different from zero now. The transfor- 

mation relations are  

where j = Bu Ba 
=LEJ 8 2 = the Jacobian of the transformation, Mter  

substituting these into (4-Za, b), we get 



Eliminating xg from above by cross differentiation, we arrive at 
, 

a second of.der linear differential equation of t (ul, a)  

This i s  a hyperbolic equation due to the fact that A and a are 

always greater than or equal to zero. It can be solved by satisfying the 

proper boundary conditions of the given problem formulated on the hodo- 

graph plane. 

V. EXAMPLES 

We shall now apply the simple wave solution outlined above t o  

several physical problems. As the flow region adjacent to a constant state 

i s  always a simple wave, this appears in many occasions of actual fluid 

motion, It plays an essential role in building up the flow pattern in many 

problems and can even be applied to plane or three-dimensional flow 

where the simple wave solutions may be approximated in certain local 

areas. For a conducting gas, the motion of the fluid may be set up either 

by the usual mechanical devices or by electromagnetic means. Some of 

these possibilities will be discussed below to illustrate their properties. 



A. RECEDING PISTON PROBLEM 
- 

We consider here an infinitely conducting gas at rest  initially with 

an imposed magnetic field oriented at an arbitrary direction. A piston 

is attached to one end of the gas and the gas extends to infinity at the 

other end. Since we are  essentially dealing with a one-dimensional 

problem, the piston surface can be considered to be perpendicular to 

XI direction and be situated at xz = 0 initially. At t > 0, the piston 

moves with a velocity u (t) (where u (t) < 0) in - xx directiog the 
P P 

gas then undergoes an expansion near the face of the piston. This i s  a 

typical example of a fluid motion started mechanically. The situation can 

be seen from xl-t plane as  shown in Fig. 5-1. A wave propagates into 

the gas a t  rest after the motion of 

the piston and the gas particles a re  

disturbed after the arrival of the 

f i rs t  wave front. Since the flow 

region i s  connected to a constant 

state at rest, it i s  a simple wave. 

In view of the relative simplicity 

of the case of having transverse 

magnetic field only, and its solu- 

tion being able to be expressed in 

analytical form, we will discuss 

it first. Some essential features 

dx, 
dt 

of the problem can also be visualized 

from it, and these will throw some 

Fig. 5-1 

light on treating the case of arbi- 



t rar i ly  oriented magnetic field which can only be analyzed by graphical 
r 

methods, 

la In a transverse magnetic field (3; = B ~ ~ <  ) 

The solutions obtained in section 4 can be directly applied here. 

First of alX, we consider the boundary conditions of the problem The 

mechanical boundary conditions is specified by the requirement that before 

cavitation occurs the gas velocity has always the same value as  the piston 

velocity up(t) along the piston path. No magnetic boundary condition 

need be imposed here because of the infinite conductivity of the gas. 

The family of C+ characteristics issuing f rom the piston path has the 

property that al l  physical quantities remain the same along each of therre 

On the other hand, we know from (4-6) that - r = constant on each 

5 trajectory of the particle path. For y = 3, we have from (4-lo), 

1 3  
2a1 ut - - (1 + K: F')' = const. 
K; 

Now ul= 0 at 7 = 1. Hence 

Applying this equation to the piston path, the density variation along the 

piston path is obtained as  

where 7 (t ) is expressed in te rms  of t the t ime  elapsedfromthe 
P P P* 

s tar t  sf the motion, and the position i s  fixed on the piston path., By using 



the relations of C+ characteristics, the expression of 7 in terms of 

arbitrary space and time coordinates is possible. It i s  given as  follows: 

For any point A on (xtr t )  plane, the corresponding C+ 

c h a r a c t e r i ~ H c ~  passing through A is given by 

from ( b 4 )  

Then 

- 
Since u = u (t ) is know- p = p (u ) = p ( t  ) from(5-Z), in 

P P P  P P P  P P 
principle we are  able to solve for t in terms of x b  t from (5-3), with 

P 
I - 

initial constants Ks and aI. After obtaining 7 = p(xg, t), we know that 

5 ( x l r  ,t) has the identical f o r m  All the other physical quantities p(x,, t), 
- u,,(xl, t)can also be determined from known relations. The strength of 

the current sheet I, flowing on the piston surface i s  obtained as follows 



c 

The problem is now completely solved, However, as one may 
> 

see from (5-2) and ( 5 ~ 3 ) ~  the explicit solution for t (xp, t )  i s  not easy to 
P 

obtain. 

2. In an arbitrarily oriented magnetic field (ST) 

The problem is now more complicated than the previous one, 

we have to use the graphical method, The procedures a re  described 

as follows: . 
(a) Since the piston recedes from the gas, it causes an expan- 

sion process. Moreover, the wave motion i a  a slow simple wave because 

of the forward facing of the C+ characteristics (phase lines) as shown 

in Fig. 5-3, At the initial, state, the physical quantities expressed in 

dimensiode s s quantities are  

with the parameter 

From (3-6) we have 

Knowing the values of (7 )oI and K1 we can determine the point I 

of the initial state on the (a,pr) plane by using Figo 3-9. 



(b) Read off the coordinates 

( a , P t )  of point I, the corresponding 
8, 

integral curve is determined from 

Fig. 3-7. This i s  the trajectory 

along which the phase of the physical 

variables changes. It is shownin 

F i g o  5-2. 

(c) The PO&@ 1 on [l(F)oawl] 

plane [see Fig. (5-3)] is also deter- I 

minedby (TJoI and qo Then for 

each velocity of piston* say (jp)*. 
0 I 01 

we can determine the position of the 

state A on -[ (7 )ot wt ] plane, hence 

Fig. 5-2  

- 
the corresponding values (Fo)A.(Bz)A 

a re  known from this plane, This i n  

turn  determines the position of A on w, 

INTEGRAL CURVES 
(a, Px) plane also, and a l l  the other 

physical quantities can be read off from 

the graph. 

(d) For  each point on the piston 

p a t h  say at & where u = the 
P 

straight characteristics C+ leading (u 

f r o m  it has the slope 

Fig* 5-3 

where C i s  determined from c-curves A 

on Fig. 3-8. 



The characteristics C+ can be drawn from the piston path nowO this is 
P 

actually the phase Uneo All the other physical, variables associated with 

(u ) which are  known from (c), can be attached to the phase lineo 
P A  

Carrying out the same process for several points on the piston 

path, we get a famity of C+ characteristics issuing from it with all 

known values of physical quantities on it. The change of ( u ~ ) ~  i s  obtained 

from Fig, 3-11, The problem is thus solved, 

To show explicitly the hydromagnetic effect on the gas flow 

for the receding piston problem, we consider the relatively simple 

case that u = constant. The corresponding solution of ordinary gas- 
P 

dynamic case is  well known that at any given time the velocity distribution 

i s  a linear function of space throughout the simple wave region, This 

serves as a standard of reference 

with which the solution of- an ideal 

conducting gas in magnetic fields 

of different. directions are  com- 

pared, 

L The ordinarygasdynamic 

solution (cf. Ref. 1) 

Because of the uniform 

motion of the piston starting impul- 

sively at t = 0, the piston path i s  

represented by a straight line through 

the origin on the (xl, t )  planeo The 

simple wave zone consists of the 

phase lines which are  centered rays Fig. 5-4 



now, The following equation holds along each ray. 

The Riemann invariant relation across the phase lines isl 

since uI = 0 here. Eliminating a from (5-5) and (5-6) ,  we get 

If we write (5-7a) in terms of dimensionless variables 
- - 
ug = ?, x3 = itbecomes 

I 

The gas at  the surface of the piston has always the same longitudi- 

nal velocity as  that of the piston until a critical value of the piston velocity 

i s  reached which can be obtained directly from ( 5 - 6 )  by putting a=OI i. e. 

If u > the simple waves are  bounded by i.i < 3i; < 1 
P - P 

and the gas is at rest  in the region XI >1. When u < a cavi- 
P 

atian zone exists which separates the piston and the gas. a he 
simple waves are  bounded by % = 1 and = 1 + y+l - . The gas i s  

- 7- 
in a constant state between = u and = 1 t 

P 
Y" 7 and it i~ 
P 

at rest  in the region > L 
For the sake of convenience in comparison, we have assumed 

1 y = : and u = - for all  examples calculated. Hence 
P 



and the simple waves are  in the region < Z < L 

2, In a longitudinal field, 

The motion must start from xz = 0 and the situation can be 

easily seen from Fig. 3-9 where 5 = 0 i s  represented by two straight 

lines a =: 1 and & = lD Since the gas must undergo an expansion, we 

have to exclbde the part of the line PI = 1 for a < lo The exact position 

representing the initial condition on (a-Pr) plane i s  then determined by 
2 

KI = b:~/a; = pl/a. If Kz > 1, the only solution i s  c = a and the 

motion corresponds exactly to an ordinary gasdynamic one, If Kg < 1, 
two different solutions are  possible, either c = a or c = b f .  The former 

one corresponds to the ordinary gasdynamic case and the latter one 

corresponds to a MWD case where a transverse magnetic field can be 

induced during the expansion process of the gas. The choice of one of 

these solutions depends usually on the boundary conditions, but it i s  

undeterminate in the present problem. 

3. In a transverse field, 

An analytical solution of the problem i s  possible in this case. 

From (219) and the fact of centered simple wave, we have 

or expressing it in terms of dimensionless variables, 

From (4-6) we have 



- - 
ul t r constant 

where we must choose the negative sign for the condition to be applied 

across the forward facing phase lines (ct characteristics). The value 

of r i s  obtained from (4-U) and the constant i s  determined by satisfying 

the ini t ia l  condition that = 0 when 7 3 1. Hence 

5 
From (4-4)* we have for y = 3 

Eliminating 7 between (5-11) and (5-12a), we get 

- 
Substituting this into (5-lob), we get the expression of x in terms of 
- 
u and Kz 

This i s  an implicit solution of the velocity distribution as a function of 

- 
xx . One may easily verify that it reduces to (5-9) in the limit Kz 4 0. 

As KZ >> lt we get 

It i s  a linear function of space. This result i s  by no means acci- 

dental, it can also be obtained from a dsferent approach, We see from 

(4-4) that at Kz >> 1, 



N 
- 
C If we denote a = (5~15a) becomes 

It corresponds to the ordinary gasdynamic case for y = 2. 
N 

- 
Write ul = $ , from (4-5a) we get 

- 
hr 

If we denote q = 5 (5-5) becomes 
K2 

The equations have exactly the same form as  those of the ordinary 

gasdynamic case, and the solution can be taken over from (5-7b) 

This i s  identical to (5-14) i f  we express it in terms of original notations. 

The escape velocity of the piston i s  obtained from (5-11) by putting 

and as  I(z + co, 

which can also be obtained from (5-8) by putting y = 2 and replacing 



We have calculated the longitudinal velocity profiles for  Kz = 

0. 75, 1, 00 and L 50 respectively which a r e  compared with the ordinary 

gasdynamic one as  shown in  Fig. 5-5. They a r e  very nearly straight 

lines and a r e  displaced to the right of the ordinary gasdynamic profile 

since they a re  the limiting case of fast  simple waves. 

4 In an arbitrari ly oriented magnetic field. 

The solution is obtained by using the graphical method mentioned 

above. Some of the velocity profiles at = 0. 75, 1.50 with KX = 0. 75, 

LOO, 1,50 a re  given i n  Fig. 5-6. They appear also very nearly a s  

straight lines. The dominant effect due to  magnetic field consists in  

displacing them to the left of the ordinary gasdynamic velocity profile, 

since only slow simple waves a r e  possible in this case. 

13. CURRENT SHEET PROBLEM 

This i s  an  example of the fluid motion initiated by electromag- 

netic means, A steady surface current sheet flowing in  xs-direction 

i s  suddenly discharged a t  xg = 0 into an ideal conducting gas at r e s t  

which is in an arbitrari ly oriented uniform magnetic field, At the surface 

of the current sheet a tangential magnetic field i s  induced. It exerts a 

magnetic pressure on the gas next to i t  and which in turn initiates the 

fluid motion. There is no characteristic length and time in  this problem 

and a l l  physical variables must remain constant along the rays issuing 

f rom the origin of (xX-t) plane, As in  the one-dimensional piston problem 

in ordinary gasdynamics, a shock discontinuity i s  formed but we have here 

a general hydromagnetic shock instead, Since there i s  no movement of 







. the mechanical. boundary followed by the pressure, the gas behind the 
2 

shock undergoes an expansion rather than remaining in a constant state. 

The expansion process i s  a c t u d y  described by MHD simple waves. 

When the strength of the current sheet i s  not too large such that the 

density of the gas next to it is still finite, the boundary condition require- 

ment at  XI = 0 i s  simply u;t = 0. For large values of the current intensity, 

the gas may expand to vacuum and be displaced from the current sheet 

by the rnagnktic pressure. Now, the boundary condition on the current 

sheet should be p = 0, It can be shown that a constant electric field 

always exists in the vacuum region, 

This idea has been used to develop an extremely fast shock wave 

together with a very high temperature plasma in a magnetic annular shock 

tube. It was studied both experimentally by Patrick (Ref. 9)  and theoreti- 

cally by Kemp and Petschek (Ref, 5). 

A somewhat simplified method of treating this problem has been 

worked out by assuming y = 2. One mayeasilyverifythat the integral 

curves on Fig. 3-9 become vertical lines. The analysis i s  simplified a 

great deal and some qualitative behavior of the flow pattern can be easily 

visualized. Physically it corresponds to the somewhat unrealistic case 

that the gas has two degrees of freedom. (The gas is sometimes called 

frhydr odynamical gaslr). From the isentropic condition, we have 

P = pRT - Const p 
2 

Hence 

T - P 



APPENDIX 

We have 

P Let t = - then 
- 8  

2, 
Let s = tZ' and G = It, pa we have then 

This conforms with the standard form of hypergeometric function (see 

Ref. 8 )  since 

with Re(w ) > ~ e ( v  ) > 0. Here we have 

Then 
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